hostel ‘shappy’ +385 91 348 82 04
emergency call 112
general informations +385 1 18981
taxi ‘radio zagreb’ +385 1 1777
taxi ‘cammeo’ 060 71 00
taxi ‘eko’ 060 77 77
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Wherever
you wanna
‘scoot’
we have
the route

shappy route
Shappy route takes you through
old city centre and uncovers interesting monuments and many other buildings and institutions that
tell rich stories and legends. Go
down The Green Horseshoe, lie
on the grass and meet other tourists and locals. Explore museums
and breathe in scents from the
market. Following shappy route
you will discover Zagreb and get a
glimpse of its rich history.
cool (night) route
Follow the route and the cheerful funky rhythm
that will take you to dance floor, to places where
you can drink Croatian or foreign beer, or
many - flavoured Croatian rakija.
romantic (night) route
Follow the Romantic Route and take your loved one
to a night stroll down the streets of Zagreb.
green route
Follow the Green route and take a break in beautiful parks with the murmur of water from nearby
fountains. Follow green pointers as each stop on
this route will fill you with energy.
happy route
All you shappy people put a smile on your face, a
map in your hands and be happy!
stripy route
Stripy route will take you to the places where you
can enjoy in delicious coffee and discover restaurants with traditional Croatian meals.
swag (night) route
Follow the Swag Route and satisfy for appetites for
fun and good food!
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The Cathedral
Go for a walk up from Ban Jelačić Square and
admire the Cathedral, romantically lit in the night.
This sacral beauty was first built in the 13th century, but suffered greatly in the 1880 earthquake,
as the rest of Zagreb did. Grandiose interior hides
a number of legends, and there is also a secret
underground passage. Blessed Alojzije Stepinac
was buried in the Cathedral.

Jurišićeva

Dolac Market
This old green market was built in 1930, in the
place of old, pulled down walls. Here you can find
a wide selection of home - made produce from both
Zagreb and the entire Croatia.
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Ban Jelačić Square & Ilica Street
The main square in Zagreb, today proudly carrying
the name of a Croatian Governor. If you want to
feel like a true citizen of Zagreb, meet your friends
underneath the Clock, as generations of our citizens have been doing.
We do not have Oxford Street or 5th Avenue, but
we are proud of our main, longest street spreading
on far west. Ilica Street will satisfy all your shopping needs and you will truly feel how the people
of Zagreb live.
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Lenucci’s Horseshoe
Lenucci’s green horseshoe is a part of the most
significant architectural endeavour in the construction of Zagreb. It spreads from Marshal Tito Square
over Botanical Garden to Zrinjevac Square (in a
shape of a horseshoe). It is where many Zagreb’s
monumental buildings are placed such as Croatian
National Archives (Marulić Square) or Art Pavilion
(Strossmayer Square), home to Zagreb Salon
exhibitions. The statue of the first Croatian king
is placed in front of the Central Train Station, on
Tomislav Square.

Gundulićeva

HNK
The Croatian National Theatre has been a symbol
of Zagreb since 1895. Turn your back to the north,
face the Theatre and throw a coin into the Well of
Life, a well sculpted by Ivan Meštrović.
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Lotršćak Tower / Funicular
An old tower from the 13th century is today home
to exhibitions. The cannon on the top fires everyday at noon, so you can check your watches. After
that, take the funicular down to the longest street
in Zagreb – this will take 55 seconds, and it will cost
you only 5 kuna. The funicular has been in function
since 1890.

Kamenita vrata (Stone Gate)
When you come to the top of Radićeva Street you
can admire the only medieval city gates. There is
a Mother of God Chapel inside, which survived a
devastating fire in 1731. This is an ideal place where
you can say a prayer and light a candle for world
peace. Passing the Stone Gate you enter Kamenita
Street with the oldest pharmacy in Zagreb. The
pharmacy has continuously been working since
1355!
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St. Mark’s Church
Mark’s Square is the centre of Old Town with St.
Mark’s Church, built in the 13th century. The most
recognizable part of the church is its roof, built in
the 19th century, displaying coats of arms of Croatian regions. The church is surrounded by Banski
dvori (the home of Croatian Government) on one
side, and the Croatian Parliament (Sabor) on the
other side.
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The Zagreb city museum
If you want to get to know the city by exploring
its rich and interesting past, visit the Zagreb City
Museum which uncovers Zagreb history through
legends, stories and myths, through photographs,
traditional objects and artefacts.
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Tesla
The first point on Shappy route is the monument to
Nikola Tesla, who invented electricity, in the street
with the same name. The monument was made by
a world renewed Croatian sculptor Ivan Meštrović.

